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110 Formal specification 

1 Formal specification 

This part forms the interface between the !PO-software and the NOT/FRA software 
Information between these two parts will be exchanged by using objects. This part can be 
split into two modules: 

1. Giving information of the screen content and specific information about the 
objects present. (1/0 module 1) 

2. Accepting information about screen content changes and user initiated actions. 
(1/0 module 2) 

1.1 1/0 module 1 

The following requests can be made: 
• request for information about a certain area of the screen. The requesting part 

should in this case give a screen location or region. 
• specific information about an object. Information about what kind of object is 

meant should be specified. 
• a general request for the total screen content. 

An 1/0-object that passes requested information has the following attributes: 

1. 1/0-object type. 
2. X and y coordinates of the upper left corner. 
3. X and y coordinates of the bottom right corner. 
4. GUI Object. 
5. Text. 
6. TextColor. 

An 1/0-object that passes the answer to a request can have the following attributes: 

1. 1/0-object type. 
2. Set of pointers to GUI-objects. 

1.2 1/0 module 2 

The following information should be given to this module: 
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/10 Formal specification 

• the numbers of recogniz.ed objects with their screen location, siz.e and other 
available attributes. 

• actions performed by the user. The kind of action and the location where the 
action is performed should be given. 

An I/O-object that passes recogniz.ed object information has the following attributes: 

1. I/O-object type. 
2. OCR Object. 
3. X and y position of the upper left corner. 
4. X and y position of the bottom right corner. 
5. Text. 
6. TextColor. (attribute only valid for a I/O-object passing text) 

An I/O-object that passes user action information has the following attributes: 

1. I/O-object type. 
2. Action type. 
3. X and y start position. 
4. X and y end position (needed for dragging). 
5. Text. 

2 Object Data Dictionary 

Four types of I/O-objects can be distinguished: 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Request obJect 
Answer object 
Recognized object 
User Action object 

2.1 Request object 

The request object is used to pass a question from the FRA/NOP module to the IPO module. 
It is possible to ask for one or more objects with certain attributes in a certain area. This can 
be done by entering the related values of the questions into the attributes. For instance, if one 
wants to now which object can be activated within the area from ( 100,50) until (150,200) the 
attributes should have the following values: 
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Upper left corner == (100, 50) 
Bottom right corner-=(150.200) 
Activating "' true 

2.2 Answer object 

This object delivers the answer to 
a previously asked question. The 
first Answer object indicates the 
start of a sequence of answer 
objects and contains the asked 
question. All answer objects 
contain a pointer to a requested 
object. The last object of the 
answer sequence indicates that all 
GUI-objects related to the 
question were passed to 
FRA/NOP. If no GUI-objects 

110 Object Data Dictionary 

GUI~ • 

were found an answer sequence Figure l Parent child relationship of the object Answer. 
will only contain the start and end 
object. The following subsection 
describes the numbers that identify the kind of object that is passed. 

2.2.l GUI object numbers 

The GUI-object name attribute contains a number. The relation between the number and the 
recognized objects is shown in the table below: 

1000 Button 

900 Check_box 

100 Close_but 

501 Cursor 

109 Dialog_box 

500 Edit_contr 
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506 Edit_line 

1104 Graphic 

800 Group_box 

700 List_box 

108 Maximize_but 

107 Minimize_but 

301 Menu_item 

300 Menu_list 

600 PD_edit 

1200 Pointer 

901 Radio_but 

106 Resize_but 

102 Resize_corn 

502 Scroll_bar 

506 Slider Button 

114 Title_bar 

102 Window 

103 Child window 

2.3 Recognized object 

110 Object Data Dictionary 

This object is used to pass OCR information to the !PO-module. It contains information about 
the object recognized and its location and size. In case of recognized text, the text itself and 
its color have to be delivered. Objects not recognized by the OCR-module will be 
implemented as graphics. These recognized objects are extracted from a tiff picture. The 
objects have to be delivered in a package related to that tiff picture. The first object passed 
indicates that the next OCR-objects belong to a new tiff picture. The object containing the last 
OCR object of a certain tiff picture indicates the end of the OCR-object queue. 
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110 Object Data Dictionary 

2.3.1 OCR•object number 

OCR-objects are identified by the following numbers: 

1000 Button 
1001 Button_Default 

502 Scroll_bar_Button_Up 
503 Scrolf_bar_Button_Down 
504 Scroll_bar_Button_Left 
505 Scrolf_bar_Button_Right 

106 Window _Resize_Button 
107 Window_Minimize_Button 
108 Window_Maximize_Button 

100 Close_Button_Parent 
101 Close_Button_Child 

900 Check_Box_On 
901 Check_Box_ Off 

501 Cursor 

500 Rectangle 
109 Thick_Rectangle 

110 Icon 

1200 Pointer 

902 Radio_Button_On 
903 Radio_Button_ Off 

102 Resize_Corner _ Topleft 
103 Resize_Corner_ TopRight 
104 Resize_ Corner _Bottom Left 
105 Resize_ Corner _Bottom Right 

1100 Text_line 
1102 T ext_line_Highlighted 
1103 Text_line_not_Selectable 
1101 Text_line_Default 

1104 Graphic 
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110 Object Data Dictionary 

600 PD_edit_Button 

800 Radio_Button_Group_box 

111 window 
112 no-window 
113 active_window 
114 Title_bar 

These numbers have to be used in the attribute OCR object name 

2.4 User Action object 

This object is used to passed information about the user initiated input. This can be mouse 
actions or keyboard actions. Mouse actions are usually a set of locations and a kind of mouse 
action type. In case of 'dragging' two pairs of coordinates are needed; base location and target 
location. In case of keyboard input the entered key is passed to the !PO-module. 
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110 Object Data Dictionary 

2.4.1 X and Y position 

The x position attribute can have a value from O to 800 depending on the screen resolution 
used. The y position attribute can have a value from O to 600. The upper left corner of the 
screen has an x value of O and a y value of 0. 

2.4.2 Text 

The Text-attribute contains the character entered by the user. 

2.4.3 Action type 

This attribute can contain four types of actions: 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Selecting 
Activating 
Dragging 
Edit 

The attribute Action type contains one of the numbers mentioned in the table above .. 

3 Object Information Model 

Object name: 

Attributes: 

Request 

Upper left corner 
Bottom right corner 
GUI object name 
Orientation 
Default 
Accelerator 
Values 
Selecting 
Activating 
Dragging 
Edit 
Text 
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110 Object information Model 

Object name: 

Attributes: 

Object name: 

Attributes: 

Object name: 

Attributes: 

Answer 

Answer type 
Pointer to request object 
Pointer to found GUI-object 

Recognized 

Recognii.ed type 
OCR object name 
Upper left corner 
Bottom right corner 
Text 
Text-color 

User Action 

Action type 
Base_location 
Target_location 
Tex t_character 

4 Object Behaviour Model 

This document describes the behaviour of the I/0 objects. Only two things can happen to 
these objects: 

• Construction 
• Destruction 

The modules performing this differ per object. 
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110 Object Behaviour Model 

4.1 Request 

Created Destructed 

Figure 2 The state transition diagram of the object 'Request'. 

1. 
2. 

The FRA/NOP constructs this object. 
The FRA/NOP destructs this object after it has received all the answers. 
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110 Object Behaviour Model 

4.2 Answer 

Created Destructed 

Figure 3 The state transition diagram of the object 'Answer'. 

1. 
2. 

The IPO-module constructs this object 
The FRAJNOP-module has to destruct this object. 
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110 Object Behaviour Model 

4.3 Recognized 

Destructed 

Figure 4 The state transition diagram of the object 'Recognized'. 

1. 
2. 

The FRA/NOP-module constructs this object. 
The !PO-module destructs this object. 
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110 Object Behaviour Model 

4.4 User Action 

Created Destructed 

Figure 5 The state transition diagram of the object 'User_Action' 

1. 
2. 

The FRA/NOP-module constructs this object. 
The !PO-module destructs this object. 
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110 Object Process Model 

5 Object Process model 

This document describes the variables and functions that are used within the 1/0 module. 

5.1 Request 

Opper_x ..... {0 .. 800} 
Upper__y ..... (0 .. 600} 
Bottom_x ..... {0 .. 800} 
Bottom__y ..... {0 .. 600} 
GUI object name ..... (100 .. 1200} 
Orientation ..... {vert,her} 
Default ..... {true, false} 
Accelerator ..... {true, false} 
Selecting ..... {true.false} 
Activating ..... {true.false} 
Dragging ..... {true, false} 
Edit ..... {true, false} 
Text ..... character 

This function passes a request to the !PO-module uses the following variables: 

question 

5.2 Answer 

Answer _type 
Request_ object 
p_Button 
p_Check 
p_Close 
p_Cursor 
p_Dialog 

pointer to the object request 

Send_request(Request question) 
{ 

return Process_request(Request question); 
); 

..... 

..... 

..... 

..... 

..... 

..... 

..... 

{A_start,A_end, 100 .. 1200} 
pointer to the request that is answered by this answer object. 
pointer to an object of type Button 
pointer to an object of type Check_box 
pointer to an object of type Close_but 
pointer to an object of type Cursor 
pointer to an object of type Dialog_box 
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110 Object Process Model 

p_EditC 
p_EditL 
p_Graphic 
p_Group 
p_Ust 
p_Menul 
p_MenuL 
p_PD 
p_Pointer 
p_Radio 
p_Reszie 
p_Scroll 
p_Slider 
p Window 

--------------

pointer to an object of type Edit_contr 
pointer to an object of type Edit_line 
pointer to an object of type Graphic 
pointer to an object of type Group_box 
pointer to an object of type List_box 
pointer to an object of type Menu_item 
pointer to an object of type Menu_list 
pointer to an object of type PD_edit 
pointer to an object of type Pointer 
pointer to an object of type Radlo_but 
pointer to an object of type Resize_corn 
pointer to an object of type Scroll_bar 
pointer to an object of type Slider 
pointer to an object of type Window 

The attribute Answer type defines whether the answer object is the first object of a sequence 
(Answer_type = A_start) the end of the sequence (Answer_type = A_end) or an answer object 
containing one of the found objects. The function Receive_ Answer( . .) is used to pass answers 
from the IPO-module to the FRAJNOP module. This function uses the following constants 
and variables: 

A_start 
A_end 
QUIT 
Next 
next 

Answer 

- 0 - 1 - 0 - 1 - {QUIT.Next) 

Receive_Answer(int next) 
{ 

if (next=OUIT) 
{ 

} ; 

} 
else 
{ 

Destroy all answer objects 
return NULL 

Search for next. answer object 
return the pointer to this object 

}; 

The integer next indicates whether another answer object is expected or tells the answer 
function to destroy the rest of the answers. 
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110 Object Process Model 

5.3 Recognized 

The attributes of the object Recognized can be defined as follows: 

Recog_type -+ {R_start,Recog, R_end} 
OCR_object -+ {100 .. 1200} 
Upper_x -+ {0 .. 800} 
Upper_y -+ {0 .. 600} 
Bottom_x -+ {0 .. 800} 
Bottom_y -+ {0 .. 600} 
Text -+ character 
Text_color -+ {0 .. 255} 

The function Send_Recognized( .. ) is used to pass OCR-objects to the !PO-module. The 
following variables and constants are used by this function: 

_start 
Recog 
R_end 
rec_obj 

5.4 User Action 

-+ 

-+ 

-+ 

-+ 

0 
1 
2 
pointer to recognized object 

Send_Recognized(Recognized rec_obj) 
{ 

switch (rec_obj.recog_type) 
{ 

} 
return 

}; 

case O: ScratchPad.lnit(); 
case 1: ScratchPad.Add(rec_obj); 

case 2: Update_CSM(); 

( see also Chapter 4 (OPM) of the object library software document) 

II initialize scratch pad 
II add object to scratch 
pad 
II update current screen 
model 
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Action_type 
Base_x 
Base_y 
Target_x 
Target_y 
T ext_character 

-+ 

-+ 

-+ 

-+ 

-+ 

{Selecting.Activating, Dragging, Edit} 
{0 .. 800} 
{0 .. 600} 
{0 .. 800} 
{0 .. 600} 
character 

The function that passes user input to the IPO-module uses the following constants and 
variables: 

user_obj -+ pointer to the object User_Action 

Send_lO(User_Action user_obj) 
{ 

Update current screen model; 
}; 
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